
I’m Melting!
5th Grade 



Purpose
● We explored phases of matter, shapes of solids,

and melting points.
● This topic was interesting to us, sparked great

debates, and fit well with our science studies!
Question

● Does the shape of ice affect how long it will
take it to melt?



Background Research

● Water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit.
● Water melts at a constant rate and

temperature.
● Molecules in a solid are more closely packed

together, and molecules in a liquid are more
loosely packed and flow.



Variables
● Independent Variable: shape of ice
● Dependent Variable: amount of time it takes to

melt
● Control Variables: Amount of water used for each

shape of ice.
Hypothesis
● If ice is melted into different shapes, then it will take

different amounts of time to melt, because heat in
the air will hit different surfaces of the ice.



Materials

● Water: four ounces per ice cube shape
● Different ice molds-5
● Napkins-10
● Measuring cup-1
● timer-1



Procedures
1. Measure out four ounces of water.
2. Pour into mold number one.
3. Repeat for molds 2-5.
4. Freeze overnight.
5. Set out ice shapes in visible area.
6. Start timer.
7. Observe, and note the time each shape is

fully melted.



Pictures

Student Science Journals



Data Table

Shape Time

1 415 mins

2 273 mins

3 346 mins

4 250 mins

5 97 mins



Data Analysis
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Conclusion
● What is the answer to your question?
● What data from your experiment supports this answer?
● Why is your project important?
● How does your project relate to the real world?
● How could you improve your experiment?
● What do you still want to learn about your project topic?



Conclusion
Based on the data, shape does affect the amount of time it 
takes ices to melt.  Flatter shapes melted fast than others. 
This is shown by how different the times each shape took 
to melt are.  This project helped us understand how heat 
melts ice. We were able to see that the more surface area 
the ice had, the more molecules the heat was able to affect 
at one time. As the molecules loosened by the heat, they 
became a liquid and melted.  We would love to take what 
we know and test more shapes, while guessing the amount 
of time it will take for them melt based on our findings.
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